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ment-funded courses and conferences for
history teachers and PGCE students. This
comes in the wake of a 2019 study by the
Runnymede Trust that found 78% of
educators would like further training on
how to teach migration.
All Year 9 pupils will be required to visit
the newly refurbished International
Museum of Slavery in Liverpool, a move
that has been welcomed by Mayor Joe
Anderson.
The Lambeth Head Teachers Conference
has released a statement expressing their
support for the Government’s plans,
saying: “We believe this curriculum reform
will have a positive impact on our schools
and students. Seeing their histories reflected on the curriculum will encourage more
pupils than ever to study history and a
wider demographic of teachers to enter
the profession.”

Boris Johnson began setting out his
post-Brexit agenda today by announcing a
shake up to the education curriculum that
will see every Key Stage Three pupil study
British colonial history.
In his Parliamentary statement, Mr
Johnson said: "As Britain forms its
post-Brexit identity, the Conservative
Party recognises the importance of providing a balanced assessment of the British
Empire, colonisation and slavery.”
He added: “In order to avoid replicating
our past mistakes, this new era of national
sovereignty must be built on a realistic
appraisal of our history. Colonialism,
migration and empire are central themes
of our national story and, from today, the
telling will no longer be incomplete.”
The reform, backed by £10 million, a
website and apps, will include Govern- Continued on Page 2

At its height, Britain's empire covered 25% of the globe
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New curriculum
approach for
Colonial history
Continued on Page 1
South London student activist
group Fill In The Blanks said:
"Growing up in Britain, we knew
nothing of the many crimes the
British
Empire
committed
against our ancestors. Today,
457 years after the first British
slave voyage, it is about time our
schools accurately depicted the
devastating cost of Britain’s
actions around the world.”
The new module will look at
key moments of Britain’s bloodier
past including the Bengal famine,
the Mau Mau Uprising, the Boer
War concentration camps and
the Amritsar massacre.

“We need better education
and more open public debate on
all aspects of British colonial
history, 'warts and all’”, said Dr
Andrea Major, Professor of
British colonial history at the
University of Leeds. This is
needed to successfully combat
“our collective amnesia about
the levels of violence, exploitation and racism involved in
many aspects of imperialism”.
The announcement has also
been praised by author and
broadcaster Afua Hirsch, who
tweeted: “This is needed now
more than ever”.

Kanye “wrong
about slavery”

Yeezy: “I should have done better.”
Kanye West has tweeted his
regret over his past comments
on slavery and publicly retracted
his support for President Trump.
Back in May 2018, West controversially claimed slavery was a
“choice” during a TMZ interview. “You hear about slavery for
400 years. For 400 years? That
sounds like a choice.” The
rapper said the comments were
part of him “feeling free and
thinking free.”
West was met with internet
furor with critics calling him
“tone deaf ” and declaring him
“officially cancelled”. West has
also been slammed for his
support for President Trump,
having previously commented, “I
feel that he cares about the way

black people feel about him.”
West’s u-turn saw him tell his
30 million followers: “I am in a
privileged position and I know I
should have done better... my
comments were harmful and
they helpef to validate racist and
white supremacist ideas.”
He also commented on his
previous support for Trump,
saying “I messed up. Period.”
and declared himself part of the
‘Yang Gang’. West ended his
Twitter thread, with “I am truly
and sincerely sorry.”
Fans of Kanye have taken to
Twitter to share their support,
with one Twitter fan claiming
“this is a new man, people!” and
another declaring “it's about
f****ing time Kanye”.

Mary Seacole will be the
face of the new £50 note
The Bank of England has
announced that “the unsung
hero of British history, Mary
Seacole, will be remembered
for her heroic contribution”
with a limited edition £50 note
printed to mark the new
decade.
Voted Best Black Briton in a
public opinion poll, Seacole is
admired for her work in the
Crimean War, in which she
nursed and comforted wounded soldiers, who called her
“Mother Seacole.” However,
unlike
her
contemporary
Florence
Nightingale,
her
contribution has remained
virtually unrecognised for more
than 100 years.
Seacole was so determined to
volunteer that she went to the
Crimea independently after
being turned away from the
Nightingale’s nursing school.
Biographer Dr Ron Ramdin

states that, unlike Nightingale,
“Seacole had no privileges. She
had to make her own way,
which in the 19th Century for a
black
woman
was
very
difficult.”
Seacole continues to be an
emblem of Black British history.
After a 12-year campaign, which
raised £500,000 to honour her,
a statue was erected outside of
St. Thomas’ Hospital in 2016,

making it the first memorial
statue of a named black woman
in the UK.
Patrick Vernon OBE, founder
of the the "100 Great Black
Britons" campaign, collected
more than 130 thousand signatures in favour of Seacole being
the first black Briton to receive
the honour of appearing on a
British banknote, which will be
available from September 2020.
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THE ROONEY RULE IS MORE
IMPORTANT THAN EVER
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OPINION by Nico Ward
Since 2018, The Football Authority (FA) and England and Wales
Cricket Board (ECB) have adopted
the ‘Rooney Rule’ in order to
increase diversity amongst coaches and managers.
The ‘Rooney Rule’ requires
sporting authorities to interview
at least one Black, Asian and
Minority Ethnic (BAME) applicant
when recruiting for senior
positions. The policy is named
after Dan Rooney, former owner
of the Pittsburgh Steelers, who
spearheaded the effort in the NFL.
Research conducted in November 2018 showed that only 22 of
482 roles across England's
top-four football leagues were

filled by coaches from BAME
backgrounds.
As the FA gets serious about
tackling racism on the pitch, it
must work just as hard to ensure
adequate representation at the
most senior levels of the game.
The same is true of cricket.
Despite 30% of grassroots cricketers coming from BAME groups,
this ethnic diversity has not transferred into other aspects of the
game, such as coaching.
According
to
information
published on the websites of the
18 “first-class” counties in
England and Wales for the 2019
season, only seven out of 118
managers or coaches (5.9%) were

from BAME backgrounds.
It’s too early to tell whether the
Rooney Rule will have the same
transformative effect as it has
brought to the NFL. Should more
need to be done, senior leaders in
both sports must not hesitate to
take more radical action to
overcome the hurdles that
prevent talented BAME candidates from securing these
positions.
Tackling
structural
racism
within British sport will take
commitment and resources from
the top, and change must be led
by senior leaders who come from
the communities they serve.
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A powerful and long-awaited
follow-up to the seminal Noughts
and Crosses series.
Natives: Race and Class in the Ruins
of Empire by Akala
An eye-opening unmasking of how
Empire has shaped modern Britain.
White Privilege: The myth of a
Post-racial Society
by Kalwant Bhopal
An academic (but accessible) examination of how our education system
benefits white students.
The Good Immigrant
by Nikesh Shukla
A collection of essays exploring what
it means to be a person of colour in
Britain today.
We That Are Young
by Preti Taneja
A contemporary reworking of King
Lear set in modern day Delhi.
It's Not About the Burqa
by Mariam Khan Reading
An insight into the lives of British
Muslim women in their own words.
In Our Mad and Furious City
by Guy Gunratne
The story of an explosive 48 hours on a
London council estate.
Brit(ish) by Afua Hirsch
Part memoir, part research, Afua
explores what it means to be Black
and British.
Bone by Yrsa Daley-Ward
An unforgettable collection of poems
about the Instagrammer’s upbringing.
Why I’m No Longer Talking To
White People About Race by
Reni-Eddo Lodge
No one-liner will do this book justice read it!
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THE FA:
NEW
RACISM
INQUIRY
BEGINS
FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION AND GOVERNMENT JOIN FORCES
TO ROOT RACISM OUT OF BRITISH FOOTBALL
The Football Association has pledged
to make 2020 the year to tackle the
racism that “is ruining the nation’s
sport”, according to its Chairman
Greg Clarke.
An FA spokesperson said it is now
working with the Government to
launch an official inquiry into racism
in football in order to “confront this
vile behaviour”.
An All-Party group overseen by the
Department of Culture, Media and
Sport and chaired by Sports Minister
Nigel Adams, will begin an inquiry
“into racism and the rise in hate crime
within football”.
“Clearly there remains more work to
be done by the football authorities in
tackling this issue and we are commit-

ted to working with them to stamp out
racism,” Adams said.
The
FA
has
proposed
a
three-pronged approach: anti-racism
programmes in schools, free educational resources for fans and imposing
stronger punishments for racist
behaviour at games, including
community sentences and automatic
lifetime bans.
A study published in 2019 by
campaign group Kick It Out, showed
that reports of racist abuse has risen
consecutively over the past seven
years. Faith-based discrimination,
including Islamophobia and Antisemitism, had the highest increase of 75
per cent over this period.
An earlier report by the same organ-

isation found that half of all football
supporters in the UK have witnessed
racism while watching matches, but
fewer than half (40%) say they know
how to report such incidents.
The report concluded: "The governing bodies, including the FA, UEFA
and FIFA, must do more to promote
methods of reporting racism and they
must listen to supporters' demands”
including clubs or countries whose
supporters are racially abusive facing
“harsher sanctions, including points
deductions.”
Footballers who have been victims
of racism or observed it on the pitch
have spoken out in support of a
stronger response from Government
and the FA.

Six-time Premier League winner Rio
Ferdinand said: “If the education is
there from a young age, I believe that
in time problems will become less and
less. It begins in society, outside of
football.”
England and Manchester City
forward Raheem Sterling, who was
recently the victim of abuse at a
Chelsea game, accused the media of
“fuelling racism” by portraying young
black footballers in a “bad light” in
comparison to white players.
Media regulator Ofcom has responded to Raheem’s comments with a
promise to do more to "address the
under and misrepresentation of black
people in the media.”
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